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Abstract 
This paper gives a product formula of the generalized Pascal matrix ¢,,,[x,y], from 
this, getting the striking simplicity of the powers of ~,,[x,y]. Furthermore, this paper de- 
fines the IEGP-matrix fl,,[x,y]. It is shown that not only can fl,,[x,y] be factorized by spe- 
cial summation matrices, but also has the closely relation with generalized Fibonacci 
sequences W,,(x,y), an explicit diagonalization of fl,,[x,y] is given. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
A MS classi[ication: 15A 15; 15A 18:15A23:1 ! B39: ! i C20 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss ome properties of two kinds of the 
generalized Pascal matrix ~P,,[x,y] and .~,, [x, y]. 
Section 2 contains a product formula of the generalized Pascal matrix 
~P,,[x,y] (defined ill [i]), which generalizes the results of Zhang [1] and Call 
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and Velleman [2]. Section 3 defines the IEGP-matrix fZn[X,y] and proves that 
fl.[x,y] can be factorized by specie! summation matrices. In Section 4 the rela- 
tion between fl,,[x,y] and a kind of generalized Fibonacci sequences W~(x,y) is 
established. Section 5 begins with the characteristic polynomial of ft, [x,y]. Sec- 
tion 6 gives an explicit diagonalization of fl.[x,y]. 
2. A product formula 
Let x, y be two any nonzero real numbers, the extended generalized Pascal 
matrix, 4,.[x,y], is defined as 
qb,,(x, y; i,j) .~_j y+j ( i ) = , i , j=O,  1 . . . ,n  
y 
[ 
with ( t.~ _ 0 if j > i (see [1]). 
\ J J  
By th~s definition, then 
¢,.[x, I I - -  &Ix] ,  
¢'.[I ,yl = Q.[y], 
where &Ix] and Q.[y] are defined in [2,3], respectively. 
In [1], we got the following results: 
, = + x2yl, yl.v2 • 
This work generalizes the results of Call and Velleman [2], namely 
P,,[x]P,,Lv ] = P,,[x + y]. 
Now we give a generalization of above result. 
Theorem 2.1. 
_o,,[(x n,,1 __¢,,[x,, y,] , + __x,y, (y2 , . 
i=l i:2 1=2 i:l J 
Proof. By applying induction on k. El 
Example. 
• .~ Ix,, y)l ~3 Ix:,, Y21 ~3 Ix3, Y31 
o o o ) /o  o o 00  
XI VI ~ X~lh ~ • =/-@ :'  o o . .  : ,  o o x,,, ,  >~ o o 
'-.,,y~ y;' o /x",~-. " ' ' ~'~ ,4 o • _,~,>~ ),4 0 lx~y~ Zv~y~ -h 
\.,b'i' 3x,y;' 3x,:,~ y~, \.~:~ " ~ " 3.~;),~ 3x2) ',~ v, ~ \-'~b'~ ' ~ ' . . . . . . .  3x~y~ 3x ~.r~ v~ 
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1 0 
( xI + xLVI)'~ ) O'Iy2 ))~ (yly2 }2 
( ) .  0,~)  ~ 3 ~ - (y ,~)4  
I '~  ).'2 " 
i 0 0 O) 
x.~v3 ~ 0 0 
[~  z~,~:~ :,~ 0 
3~y.a 3x.ay~ )3 
= ~.~ [xt 
! 0 0 O) 
+ x,.yt3~ ] x~.,,~ .1~ 0 0 
, YD'2] , , y., [x.~3.~ 2r.o,~ y.~ o 
\x].v~ "" * 3x~y~ 3x~),~ ).~ 
0 0 
0 0 
(yt~) 4 0 
! 0 0 0 
("*":'"':+"'"~"'~'c,,,,~.,,,l: 2(''*':''':+'''''~'~)cv,,'-,,'.,l' c,,,.,,,l' 
\ L~. ~ / - . - r2 . ta  . . . . .  
3 lJ t I "~ ("'~:'"':'"'""~"1.,:,~ - c~ .~,.,,- ~( ":'""~,:,~ ..... ,~,,1-o,,,,:,,,, 4.  . .~(',":",::',-","~'~, ,: ~ )~v,,~.v,,-' . . . .  c , , , , , , . , ,  ° 
= ~ xt + xzyl.v2 + .r3Y13~)'3,3'13~3.~ • 
If taking x~ = x: = ...  = x and yl = y., = .. .  = y, then we can obtain the 
striking simplicity of the powers of extended generalized Pascal matrix ~,,[x, y]. 
Corollary. 
~,k[x,y I = ~,,[xy-Ck-,l(l + y2 + y4 +. . .  + y21k-,I), ~ l  
_ y2  " 
3. The IEGP-matrix and its factorization 
Now we write the extended generalized Pascal matrix ¢,,[x,y] to the "inver- 
ted" (or upsidedown) form t2,,[x,y] (the IEGP-matrix), namely 
(n-i)x,,-i-Jy,,+J-i, i,j=O,l,2,...,n. [2.(x,y; i,j) = J 
If we take x = y = 1, the fL,[x,y] is the binomial matrix (or Pascal's triangle) 
are defined in [4]. 
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The (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix F.[x,y],E,,[x,y],An[x,y] are defined by 
{ x,-~-jy.+j-~ 
F.(x,y;i,j) = 0 
if j>~i, 
if i> j ,  
l 
~-,,(x, y; i. n + 1 - i) = y2--7 
x 
=_.(x,y;i,n + 2 -  i) = y2i-i 
=-,(x,y; i,j) = 0 otherwise 
(') A,,(x,y; i,j) = n - j ( -  l)i+J-"xi+J-"YJ-i-" 
It is easy to obtain that 
for i = 0, l , . . . ,n ,  
for i = 1,... ,n, 
i , j=O, l , . . . ,n .  
Theorem 3.1. 
t2, [-x, y] = t2, Ix, -y] 
t2,,[-x, -y] = ~2, Ix, y] 
r~ t Ix, y] = ~.,,[x,y] 
t2~l [x,y] = A,[x,y] 
r~[x,y]P~_, [xl = ~2,[x,y], k >~ I, 
I .  Iv" J 
, , , .  t,l. 
By Theorem 3.1 and the definition of Gk[z] (see [1]), we get the following re- 
sults. 
Theorem 3.2. The inverted extended generalized Pascal matrix (IEGP-matrix) 
an Ix, y], can be factorized by the summations Gk [~] and Fn Ix, y] 
°ix l o[;] o [;1 o[;] 
Example. 
a , [x ,y ]  = 
i x3y3 3x,.y4 3xy5 y6 I xZy2 2xy3 y4 0 
~y y~ o o 
1 0 0 0 
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(+ o o o/,ioo oil x 2y' xv 3 y4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
= yZ 0 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 1 
x :x  , 0 0 0 0 7 ; 1 0 x 
1 
- -F3[x,y]G2[~] G I [~ J .  
4. The IEGP-matrix and generalized Fibonacci sequences 
In the following research, we assume a familiarity with the results in [4]. De- 
fine 
W,,+2(x,y) = xyW,,+i(x,y) + y2W,,(x,y), 
Wo(x,y) = 0, Wl(x,y) = 1. 
By applying the method of Horadam [5], then we get the following Binet for- 
mula 
W,,(x,y) = /~ ~_ 4Y"- '  [ (x+ ~2 + 4)"  _ (x -v~x"  + 4)"]  =~"-/~"~, 
where ~, /J are roots of equation z" - xy2 - y'- = O. 
Theorem 4.1. Let  ( , , - i  , i ,, Wii+I (x,)) Wjl (x, y))i=0 be an n + l-dimensional cohmm vector. 
then 
I2,,[x,y] ,,-i i ,, ,,-i i ,, . = (WiI+,(x, (x,Y))i=,, (Wti+i (x, y) WtI (x, V))i:o Y) Wh+, •
In other words, ( W],'~,( (x, y) Wt~ (x, y) ) is a recurrence sequence generated by the 
characteristic polynomial of f2,,[x,y] for all L 0 <<. i <~ n. 
Proof. By 
I n --  i '~  n - i -k  n+k- i , , , ,n -k ,  )x  y w,i+, [x,y)Wj~(x,y) k=O 
= Wl :+l (x ,y)~(n - i )  y)),,-i-.k )k k:o k (xyWh~j(x, (yZWh(x,y) 
= W~+l(x,y)[xyWh+l(x,y ) + y2Wh(x,y)]"-' 
._ Evn-i[ . i .. h+ 2 ,x, Y) W~+ l (x, Y), 
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. !--1 
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Example. 
O, [x, y] ( W,:~ : (x, y) w,~(x,y))i~=o 
x3y 3x2y 4 3xy 5 
x2y 2 2X: '3 1 ,,4 
-- "0 
-o o 
y6//000 
(xyWh+l(X,y) + y2 Wh(x,y))3 
(xyWh.,(x,y) + y2Wh(X,y))2Wh+l(X,y) 
(xyWh+ i (x,y) + )2Wh(x,y)Wt~41(x,y) 
WI)+ , (x, Y) 
Wh 3, (x, y) I Wh+ , (x, y) Wh (X, Y) 
Wh÷, (x, y) Wh2(x, y) 
Wh3 (x,y) 
Wh32(x'Y) / 
= Wh22(x'y)Wh+t(x'Y) 
Wh+ 2(x, y) Wh2+, (x, y) " 
~,(x,y) 
Theorem 4.2. The matrix [W)+ l'-i(x,y) W/(x,y)] is &vertible; hence, the sequence 
(W"-it~.,,j+i ~,"'Y) W/(x +.v)) is nondegenerate of degree n + 1. 
Proof. if we scale the jth column by dividing by Wj,~ i (x,y), then we obtain the 
Vandermonde matrix 
[( W,(x, y)/~,, (x, y))'], 
and as is well known, this determinant is nonzero. Hence the 
[W/'. ,'(x, y)W/(x, y)] is invertible and the sequence ( W/'-/(x, y) ~(x, y)) is nonde- 
generate of degree n + !. D 
5. The characteristic polynomial of ,,[x,y] 
Theorem 5.1. The eigenvahws o/" f2,,[x,y] are ~", ~t"-1/J, ~"-zfl 2 .... , ~[j,-I fin . ? • 
Furthermore, the characteristic polynomial of O,[x,y] is' 
t l  
Q,,(:) = H(z -  ~"-"ff). 
i I| 
Proof. By 
V~h.I[X. .H /n  ll-" |')I'I"~[(X.I,) --" (~h'!  -- ~h'l I . ~ :) z -- A.,to h 
where S,, = { ~'. :e' ! 11, ~"-'/1", . . . .  ~fl,,-t, fl.}. then the polynomial 
Q.(z) = I-I,,,~s,,(x-to) generates each of the sequences (w,,-~ ,,h+,(x,y)Whi(X,Y)). 
Again, (w,,-,i,. "h, ~ ~-,, Y) I1'~ (x, y)) is nondegenerate of degree n + !, then we can ob- 
tain the proof of Theorem 5.1. r-I 
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Theorem 5.2. 
tr(f~.[x,y]) = W*t"+')(x'Y) 
W~ (x, y) " 
295 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, then 
tr(f~[x,y]) = ~"* + ~x(n-l)kfl  -q-" "" 21"- flnk 
0~k(n+i) __ i l k (n+l )  
O~ k _ flk 
_ Wk(.+l)(x,y) ff] 
Wk (x, y) " 
Theorem 5.3. 
"+~( ),/2,~,+,,ym-, [ n+l  ] 
Q,,(z) = -1 ~ z "+z-i 
.= i ~;, (x,v) 
where[ n+l  ] isdefinedas 
i W~tx.y) 
1 for j=O,  
[m] =Wm(x,v)...Wm_r~,(x,y ) 
J ,,;.,.,,,., ~.-~x,;~:.;~-(;,-~ :or j :  o. 
Proof. Apply the identity (see [6]) 
" +' [ 1 
f l ( l -q /z )=Z( - l ) 'q  '/2"`-'' n+l . ,  
j=0 i=:O i " ' 
where 
[;] 
is the Gauss binomial coefficient, which is defined as 
In] (1 - q"). i .  (l - q"-'~! )
i = (l---q~ " ' ( l -q )  " 
Replacing q in above equation by (3/~), and using the Binet formula, then 
we get 
"+' )tfl,/2iti_,)ot,/2i(,_,,_,,,[n+l 1 (1 -- O~-J~JZ) --" Z ( - - I  Zi" 
j:o i--:o i w,,fx.y) 
Substituting ~"z -I for= and using ~fl = _y2 gives 
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.+  [ ] H(Z_o~n-jff ) = Z(_ I ) ' /2  i(i+l)yi(i-I, " J r  l .~,+l- i ,  
j=o i=o i ;v, (.~.y ) 
which proves Theorem 5.3. I--1 
The first few Q.(z) are 
Qo(z) = z -  1, 
Qt (z) = z- - xyz - y-, 
Q2(z) = z 3 - y2(x2 + I)z 2 - y4(x2 Jr l)z + y6 
Q3(z) = 2 4 -- XV3(X 2 + 2)z 3 - y6(x2 + 2)(x 2 + l)z 2 + xy9(x  2 Jr 2)z Jr y12. 
6. The diagonalization of the IEGP-matrix 
Let n1>l  and C.[x,y] be the 
= [Co(x,y)], i , j  = O, 1 , . . .  ,n, where 
compan ion  matr ix for Q,(z), C,[x,y] 
/ [ ] C..._j(x,y) = -(-l)-~U+l)U+")) uu*ll n + 1 .j + 1 ";,m,') 
C.(x,  y) = 0 
for i = 0, 1 , . . .  ,n -  1, 
for j = 0, l , . . . ,n ,  
otherwise 
and R,[x,y] = [r,./(x,y)]M,,[x,y] = [m,.j(x,y)], i , j  = O, i ,2 , . . .  ,n, where 
( " )~; , (x .v )w,  ..... ' (x .v  v -'j, ,',;(x,y) = J ...... . " . ).~ 
( " )  W/(x,y) w" ,,-- v)v-'; 
" l~ l  k "~'  - ' ' 
m,,(x,y)= Y . .  
Theorem 6.1. 
n + I [ ] 
Z(_ I )~/2  ~lk+t)Vkl~ Ii n+ I 
i 0 " ,. k it;, (.~.,.~ j 
~[ k(x. v)w" i (x, y) = O. 
- . "'h-k~t 
Proof. By Theorems 4.1 and 5.3 the characterist ic po lynomial  of  t2,,[x,y] is 
Q,.[z], then Q,[z] is the rvcarrence polynomial  for the sequence 
~/(x,y) "--j " I~i + i (.'(,)'), for any j, 0 ,/<~ n. Explicitly, this means that Theorem 
6. I is true. I--I 
Theorem 6.2. For all n. we have the relation 
M,[x,y] = a,[x,y]R,,[x, yl = R,[x,y]~,[x,y]. 
Furthermore ~,, Ix, y] = R, '  Ix, y] C,, Ix, y]R, Ix, y]. 
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Proof. At first, we prove M,,[x,y] = C,, [x, y]R,, [x, y]. In fact, multiplying the first 
n rows of C,,[x,y] by R,,[x,y] clearly gives the first n rows of M,,[x,y]. For the last 
row, for each 0 ~< j ~< n. We must show the relation 
_ Z (_  1),/2 (*+,)tk.2)yk(k+,) + l W/_k_i(x,y )Wt;_ ~'-j(x,y) 
4--0 + 1 w.(x,,,) 
= W/(x,y) w/+, (x, y). 
Clearly, above equation is true by applying Theorem 6.1. This proves 
M,[x, y] = C,,[x, ylR,,[x, y]. 
To prove M,,[x,y] = Rn[x,y]O,,[x,y], it is equivalent o show that, for all i , j  
with 0 <~ i, j <~ n, we have 
/'/ 
k=O J 
= ~'~., t-~,Y)Y2J. y 
Combining the binomial and dividing by yZJ W/ (x, y), this is equivalent o 
showing 
~ ( n - J )  (xvW~(x,y))"-J-k (y2W~_,(x,y))* = W~+," -J (x,) ). 
k :o k " 
But, by the binomial theorem, this is just 
(xvW,(x,y). + "v-W, ,(x,y)) "-j = w,~ ( ,~)."-", 
Hence, which proves that M,,[x,y] = R,, [x, y] fL, [x, y] . 71 
Example .  
M,[x,y] 
I 
_ X3y 3 
fl'(x 2 + I) 3 
x3yg(x 2 + 2) 3 
0 0 0 
3x2y4 3xv.~ )s, 
3xy7(x 2+ 1) 2 3x~'yS(x " + I) r3v ', 
3x"fl°(x 2+ i)(x 2 + 2)" 3xv~l(x 2 + l)2(x 2 + 2) )J2(x~ + 1) ~ 
0 0 
I 0 
0 ! 
fl'(x 2 + l)(x 2 + 2) xy3(x 2 "+- 2) 
0 
0 
_yl2 
0 
0 
-xyg(x -~ + 2) 
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( o o o '/ 
0 0 0 
x3y3 3x2y4 )2 3xy5 3'6 
\y6(x2 + 1) 3 3xy7(x 2+ 1 3x2vS(x 2 + 1) x3y 9 
= C3[x, ylR.~[x, yl 
f :  o o .)l.y3 x2. x,.i 0 0 0 x2y2 2xy.~ y4 0 
- x~y3 3x.,y4 3xyS y6 xy v-' 0 0 
\ y6(x2  + i )3 7 " )2 , , . , 3xy (x" + ! 3x'),S(x" + I) r~v '~ I 0 0 0 
= R.~ Ix, y] ~Q.a Ix. y]. 
Let V,, be the Vandermondc matrix which is defined by 
v,, = a[~", ¢ - ' /~ , . . . ,  ~1~"-',/r] 
I . . .  I 1 
• "-'1~ "'" ~ l r - '  I r  
• "~"'11¢" " '"  ¢'1£ "l''-~l IP '  . 
. . .  , , . , ,  . . .  . . .  
¢ l "  ' ! l r  . . .  ~"1~ ''''~ '! i t "  
1 
~n 
= ~2n 
By the relation between the companion matrix and the Vandermonde matrix 
(see [7] or [8] p. 69), we can obtain Theorems 6.3 and 6.4. 
Theorem 6.3. The eigenvector matrLv .for C,,[x,y] is V,,. Furthermore. the 
eigenvcctor matr ix .h,r  t2,,[x.y] is E,,[.v,y] = R;, I [x,y]V,,. 
Theorem 6.4. 
(R,, ~[x,y]V,,)t2,,[x, y](Ri~[x,y]V,,) "' - diag(¢, ¢ '/L. . . , ~ff' ' , / f ' ) .  
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